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In 1850 Frederick Gunn established a school based on the belief that strength of character was the goal of education. 
Today, The Gunnery rests on the four cornerstones of character: scholarship, integrity, respect and responsibility. 
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The Gunnery Begins its 169th Academic Year
      by Rain Ji '19

The REACH app was 
introduced to The Gunnery 
at the beginning of the fall 
term of the 2018-19 school 
year. The app?s purpose is to 
keep track of and monitor 
students who leave campus 
and is an extreme safety 
improvement for Gunnery 
students. The REACH app is 

much different from the 
previous method of signing 
out, when students could 
leave for the day much more 
easily and spontaneously. 
With the REACH app, 
students have to sign out on 
the app in advance of when 
they want to leave, and wait 
for their parents and the 

DOS to approve the leave 
request before they can 
actually sign off campus. 

Even though this system 
of confirming leave 
requests and signing out is 
very secure, much of the 
student body views it as 

(Continued on  A2)

As fall sports are beginning 
to ramp up and the first few 
games are underway, The 
Highlander had a chance to 
catch up with some of the 
coaches of the varsity teams. 
Throughout the interviews, 
we asked them a series of 
questions, like what they are 
most looking forward to, 
how this year differs from 
past seasons, their 
expectations for the season 
and what the biggest 
challenges may be. One 
thing we noticed throughout 
the interviews is that many 
of the coaches preached the 
same things during their 
interviews: they want to 
coach through adversity, 
have fun and make sure that 
everyone learns through 
asking questions. 

The Girls Varsity Soccer 
team is dealing with 
arguably the most adversity 
of any team this fall. 
Historically, the team has 
been coached by Mr. Trundy, 
but he is not coaching this 
fall. While he wishes he 
could be out there with the 
girls, his absence paves the 
way for Ms. Abelson, a new 
faculty member, to get her 
first chance to coach. That 
will be hard for many 
returning students to adjust 
to, but Mrs. Croft, the team's 
head coach, says that this 
year's team: ?listens very well 
and look to make 
improvements.? When asked 
about the team?s biggest 
challenges for the season, 
she said that ?balancing the 
older and younger players? 

will be tricky but she?s 
looking forward to seeing 
some of the seniors help the 
freshmen grow throughout 
the fall. 

While talking to Mr. Drew 
about the football team this 
year, he said that they are 
dealing with a lot of 
obstacles themselves, but in 
different ways. Mr. Drew 
said that he ?expects a lot of 
questions, but a lot of 
learning about football.? He 
explained that he believes 
the biggest challenge will be 
?self confidence to not make 
mistakes? and not being 
afraid to ?size themselves up 
versus bigger and older 
players.? One thing that he 
hopes to teach his players 
this year is ?how to be under 
control under moments of 

The Gunnery formally began its 
169th school year with 
Convocation on September 7, 
2018. Following a formal dinner, 
the student body and faculty 
members processed to the 
Meeting House on the Green for 
the Convocation service.

Mr. Becker began Convocation 
with a lighthearted story regarding 
the Red Sox and the Yankees. He 
recounted a time when Mrs. 
Becker?s aunt said to him, ?I?m 
sorry that the Yankees are having 
a rough season,? and Mr. Becker 
said it felt as if someone was 
?squeezing lemon juice on the 
wound.? He used the story to point 
out the importance of language, 
urging the school to be intentional 
with their language and to be kind 
to each other when speaking. This 
anecdote had a deep meaning that 
pushed everyone to think about 
the power of language, and how 
we should be using it in our 
day-to-day life on campus. 

The Head Prefect for the 
2018-2019 school year, Maddie 
Aitken ?19, also delivered a speech 

sharing her experience and 
wisdom with the school. In her 
speech, she urged students to 
?think about who you are and who 
you want to be when you 
graduate.? Maddie also provided 
advice for each grade. She advised 
the freshmen that ?these are pretty 
much going to be the most 
formative and influential years of 
your life,? and assured them that 
they ?have picked a pretty special 
place to spend those years.? For 
sophomores, Maddie suggested 
that they should take advantage of 
?no longer [being] the youngest,? 
but also not having the academic 
stress as an upperclassmen. 
Maddie related that junior year 
was very difficult, and she 
encouraged all juniors to ?work 
harder, ask for help and think 
about the impact you want to 
make before you leave next year.? 
Lastly, she pressed seniors to 

?enjoy this place and make this the 
best year yet.?

After Maddie?s insightful speech, 
the Assistant Head of School for 
Teaching and Learning, Mrs. 
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Gum, announced the academic awards. 
She first recognized the Top Scholar of 

the graduated class of 2018, Mark Choi, 
with Meiye Song in second place. Mrs. 
Gum then announced the winners of 
the Top Scholar prizes for the senior, 
junior, and sophomore class. The Top 
Scholars were Rain Ji ?19, Erica Zhang 
?20 and Jack Gleason ?21. According to 
Erica Zhang ?20, she was ?so surprised 
and really appreciate it.? She would like 
to thank her teachers and her advisor 
Mrs. Ince who supported her last year. 
Jack Gleason ?21 would also like to 
thank all his friends, teachers and 
parents for making sure he was ?on 
track.?

The most exciting part of the night is 
the recognition of hardworking teachers 

at The 
Gunnery 
through 
different 
prizes. 
This year, 
the Tisch 
Chair for 
Excellence 
in 
Teaching 
went to 
Mr. 
Clemente, 
the 
Hamilton 
Gibson 

Chair For Humanities went to Mr. 
Theobald, and the Noto Family Chair 
For Dedicated Service went to Mr. 
Trundy.

Ms. Hart - a history teacher, dorm 
parent and active coach on campus - 
received the Class of ?55 Distinguished 
Teacher Award for Emerging Excellence 
this year. Her speech revolved around 
the mantra ?Never Stop Exploring.? To 
her, the tagline does not just apply to 
when she is traveling. Ms. Hart shared 
lessons with the school community 
about what she learned along her 
journey to write the convocation 
speech. She first assured everyone that 

as long as you ?leave yourself open, [...] 
you are capable of so much more than 
you believe in this moment.? Ms. Hart 
then went on to tell an anecdote about 
her boarding school roommate, who 
she initially did not get along with. 
However, when they gave each other a 
chance, they developed a strong 
friendship. From the story, she hoped to 
show us that ?if you start by being kind 
and give people the time, eventually 
they will reveal their surprises, the 
wonderful and the difficult.? 

Lastly, she advised students to always 
?begin again? in the face of failures. Ms. 
Hart shared with the school a time 
when she fell during a run. But she 
managed to 
learn from 
the failure, 
and she 
will keep 
running 
because the 
important 
thing is to 
?keep on 
going and 
growing.? 
Her speech 
inspired 
the school 

community to think about what and 
how they would like to explore 
different, wonderful, opportunities that 
The Gunnery provides. 

 Convocation ended with students and 
faculty singing the school hymn and 
coming together in words of prayer. 
Proceeding Convocation, faculty and 
seniors were invited to coffee at Conroy 
House with Mr. Becker. Many friends 
chatted in clusters, and seniors said that 
they were excited to be at their first ever 
senior coffee. 

Convocation was a meaningful way to 
begin the school year, with various 
speakers providing guidance and advice 
for students and faculty alike.

Letter from the Editors
by Maddie Aitken'19 & Rain Ji '19

Newbies, welcome to The Gunnery. 
Class of 2022 and all you new students 
scattered throughout the rest of the 
grades - there are 134 of you in total - 
we are glad you are here. We are excited 
you have decided to spend your next 1, 
2, 3, or 4 years with us. We are glad 
you?re going to be able to call this place 
home very soon, just as we do. This is 
Rain?s fourth year and Maddie?s third, 
and in the time it has taken us to gain 
the very elite status of being 
upperclassmen, we?ve had successes and 
failures, we?ve made mistakes, we?ve 
stumbled, we?ve triumphed and most 
importantly, we?ve made memories and 
friends for life. We?ve learned a lot along 
the way and we?re writing this letter to 
share our experiences, and the 
perspectives we?ve gained from them, 
with all of you. 

Here at The Gunnery, opportunities 
truly do abound. Get ready to embrace 
new academic, athletic, artistic and 
social experiences. Rain tried field 
hockey her freshman year, and four 
years later, she?s a goalie for the varsity 
team. Her mother still refuses to believe 
that she plays a varsity sport, but Rain 
has met incredible people and learned 
unforgettable lessons. Even though she 
has also suffered, she has enjoyed every 
moment on the team. When Maddie 
arrived at The Gunnery for her 
sophomore year with no fall sport, she 
took a leap of faith and joined the crew 
team. She left her comfort zone, but she 
gained a love for a new sport and she 

also met the two girls who would 
become her very best friends. 

If you try something and don?t like it, 
don?t be discouraged. Rain attempted 
physics for about one hour before she 
decided to stick with chemistry. Step 
out of your comfort zone, but go back to 
it if you feel overwhelmed. We are all in 
high school, and the beauty of high 
school is that it allows us to get away 
with spontaneity from time to time 
(within the boundaries of school rules, 
of course). 

We?re encouraging you to try lots of 
new things and we hope that you listen. 
We also hope that along the way, you 
find something you really love. Whether 
it be an academic subject or an athletic 
or artistic activity, we want you to 
discover your passion. Weirdly enough, 
both Maddie and Rain found that they 
really, truly love giving tours for 
prospective families. Your passion 
doesn?t have to be traditional, it can be 
something as random as showing your 
school off to people. 

We know that many of you dabble in a 
lot of different areas and may feel 
unsure about what you really love. 
Maddie came to The Gunnery with a 
little bit of newspaper experience from 
her former high school, but it wasn?t 
until she got to The Gunnery that she 
realized how much she loves to write 
and how important journalism is to her. 
She knew she liked writing for a school 
newspaper, but being at The Gunnery 
allowed her to spend time exploring it, 
and three years later, what she thought 

of as a minor hobby has become a 
major passion. 

This all might sound overwhelming, 
but it shouldn?t be. Work on what 
you love, try new things and stay 
open-minded, and everything will 
fall into place. And don?t rush things. 
You have days, weeks, months and years 
ahead of you to try, fail, readjust, and 
try again. There are things in the world 
that just click. You?ll know what we 
mean once it clicks for you. 

With all this in mind, high school is 
about more than finding your passions. 
High school is hard. It?s undeniable. The 
Gunnery is a wonderful place, but 
you?re still going to have times that you 
struggle here, just like you would at any 
other school. There are going to be 
stressful days and there are going to be 
times you feel that you?ll never be able 
to do everything you have to do. In 
those moments, it?s important to keep 
things in perspective. 

There will be days that you?ll wake up 
tired, struggle through your classes, 
have a game far away or a tough 
practice, go to dinner late and barely get 
a shower in before study hall and then 
feel overwhelmed by the amount of 
homework or studying you have to do 
at the end of the day. Maddie and Rain 
certainly remember these days. They?re 
hard for sure, but they build character. 
They make you better, stronger, more 
capable. And remember: you?ve made it 
through every bad day you?ve ever had. 

Even more important to remember is 
that there?s always someone who 
has your back. In fact, there?s always a 
multitude of people who have your 
back. Peers, teachers, advisors, 
administrators - you name it, they?re 
here for you. We all need help at some 
point, and we don?t want you to struggle 
alone. 

To reiterate, we?re so glad you?re here 
and we wish you the best of luck for a 
great year. In case it wasn?t clear, we 
believe in you. You?re going to thrive 
here at The Gunnery. We promise. 

Sincerely,

Maddie Aitken, Editor-in-Chief

Rain Ji, Managing Editor 

The Gunnery Begins its 169th Academic Year
      by Rain Ji '19

PHOTO by Phil Dutton, featuring Ms. Hart, 2018 winner of the Class of '55 
Distringuished Teacher Award for Emerging Excellence,  speaking. 

PHOTO by Phil Dutton, featuring Head Prefect Maddie 
Aitken '19 speaking. 
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The Highlander 
Editor-in-Chief: Maddie Aitken '19
Managing Editor: Rain Ji '19
Staff Writers: Ryan Trom '19, Will 
Prentice '19,  Juliette Gaggini '20, 
Savannah Popick '20, Harry Harwood '20, 
Harry Sutton '20 
Faculty Advisers: Mr. Cotter and Mr. 
Drew

  A periodical published by The Gunnery, The 
Highlander is dedicated to providing 
information, commentary and entertainment 
to the school community. Articles and 
editorials by the staff reflect the opinions of 
the individual writer on the newspaper staff; 
contributions reflect the opinion of the 
individual contributor. The newspaper does 
not presume to represent the opinions of The 
Gunnery's administration. The Highlander 
seeks to give voice to a broad range of 
perspectives and invites contributions from all 
members of the community. 

   

 
Dear Gunnery community,

We hope that The Highlander can and 
will be a platform for anyone at The Gunnery to 
make their voice heard on any issue, whether it's 
a current world event or the dress code. 
Following last year's revamp of the layout and 
increase in production and distribution, we 
hope to continue improving our newspaper. We 
urge you all to submit articles, creative writing 
pieces, poems, editorials, or any other written 
work, as well as photographs and art pieces. If 
you have an interest in continued contribution, 
we encourage you to join The Highlander as a 
contributing writer (or photographer), which 
you can do by joining the club. 

If you have any questions or work you 
would like to submit, please send them directly 
to the editors: Maddie Aitken '19 
(19aitkenm@gunnery.org) and Rain Ji '19 
(19jiy@gunnery.org. 

Sincerely,

Maddie and Rain

PHOTO by Ms. Giroux. (seated): Maddie Aitken '19, Mr. Drew, Mr. 
Cotter, Rain Ji'19. (standing): Will Prentice '19, Harry Sutton '20, Juliette 
Gaggini ' 20, Savannah Popick '20, Ryan Trom'19,  Harry Harwood '20. 

2018-19 Highlander Staff 

Did You Know? 
The PO was purchased and given to the school 
by an anonymous donor to the school as a gift 
to the Centennial Fund in 1949. 

Mr. Drew

Dallas.

He has a big heart. Likes to 
build computers and write 
poetry; loves to run and 
coach track. He believes that 
Android products are better 
than Apple products.

Maddie Aitken '19

Montclair, New Jersey. 

She rows crew and plays 
lacrosse. Loves ceramics. 
Loves writing. She?s a dual 
citizen of the US and New 
Zealand. She doesn?t like 
chocolate.  

Harry Sutton '20

Woodbury, Connecticut. 

He plays soccer and ultimate 
frisbee. Enjoys being in 
musicals. Loves dogs. He has 
had three surgeries on his 
right leg.  

Savannah Popick '20

South Windsor, Connecticut.

Plays soccer, hockey and 
lacrosse. Her mom comes to 
every single hockey game. 

Rain Ji '19

Beijing. 

She plays field hockey. Super 
allergic to dogs but has two 
anyway. Also has two fish 
named Shrimp and Puff 
Daddy in her room. 

Mr. Cotter

New Paltz, New York. 

He lived in a submarine for 
five years. Has two dogs: 
Calista and Frank. Lives with 
Dr. Matthews in Bourne. He 
enjoys trying new cuisines. 

Will Prentice '19

Los Angeles. 

He plays soccer and he likes 
to read newspapers. Used to 
be home-schooled so he 
could play water polo. 

Harry Harwood '20

Woodbury, Connecticut. 

He runs cross country in the 
fall. Really likes dogs, has a 
yellow lab. He likes to ski. 

Juliette Gaggini '20

Washington, Connecticut. 

She likes to ski, row crew and 
draw. Loves drinking tea. She 
has three nationalities. 

Ryan Trom '19

Raleigh, North Carolina. 

Plays hockey and lacrosse. His 
brother goes to The Gunnery as 
well. Third year away from 
home, second year at The 
Gunnery. 

Like what you see? Join us! 
The Highlander is expanding to include a club, as well as the preexisting 
class, and we are looking for new members. Consider joining us! We 
want WRITERS, ARTISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGNERS. 

If you enjoy or are interested in writing, learning about people and their 
stories and/or following current events and world affairs, you should 
consider becoming a contributing writer. We also need students who 
like photography, art and graphic design. 

Interested students should contact Maddie Aitken '19 
(19aitkenm@gunnery.org) and attend a club meeting. 

We meet every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Tisch 12. 
PHOTO by Maddie Aitken '19. 



The Gunnery Introduces the REACH App
      by Harry Harwood '20
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an inconvenience.
Rain Ji ?19, an international student, 
had mixed feelings. She complimented 
the safety of the app, but also criticized 
some of its features. Ji complained that 
the app is ?inconsiderate? and an 
inconvenience for international parents 
regarding language barriers and time 
differences. ?It?s an extra burden on 
them,? said Ji in her discussion of how 
email is difficult to access for Chinese 
parents due to government restrictions 

and language differences. However, Ji 
also acknowledged the fact that the app 
is ?really safe? and an advancement to 
campus safety.

The day students have their own 
opinions on the app because of the 
different requirements they have 
compared to boarding students. Day 
students are now required to sign off of 
REACH every time they leave campus. 
This is a huge safety advancement from 
previous years, when day students 

could leave campus without recording 
their departure, however day students 
have mixed opinions on this new 
feature. ?It gives the school a safer, 
more accurate idea of where the day 
students are after the academic day,? an 
anonymous day student said. The 
source also complained about the app: 
?It is annoying to have to pull out your 

phone,? he said. ?When I go home it?s 
my business.?

Although the REACH app provides an 
extreme improvement in The 
Gunnery?s safety system, the app is 
inconvenient for many international 
students due to time differences and 
language barriers. The app also upsets 
many day students as it creates the extra 
burden of signing out everyday. Besides 
the complaints, however, the app helps 
keep track of students who are on and 
off campus and greatly improves the 
safety of The Gunnery?s students.  

The Gunnery had a big change on 
campus this year: Girls are living in 
Gibson and boys are living in Bourne. 
Gibson now houses almost all the 
junior girls, in addition to a smattering 
of sophomore and senior girls. Bourne, 
which has been a girls? dorm since The 
Gunnery went co-ed, is now home to 
sophomore and junior boys. The 
change was announced in an email over 
the summer, and rocked The Gunnery 
community, as Gibson is traditionally 
boys and Bourne is traditionally girls. 
Students and faculty each shared the 
excitement and anticipation for what 
the change would bring to the 
community. So far, it has been a 
positive one. 

Ms. Ruscz, Spanish teacher and Head 
Dorm Parent in Gibson, is in an 
interesting spot because she was a dorm 
parent in Bourne last year. When asked 
about if she has seen a change in the 
girls living in Gibson this year after 
living in Bourne a year ago, Ms. Ruscz 

said, ?I think the girls are just overall 
happier. The girls are happy that the 
school is recognizing that they never 
had the opportunity to add a ton of  
singles and the school did something to 
change it, and also the girls recognize 
the change and I think that?s a great 
thing.? 

Students echo Ms. Ruscz?s satisfaction. 
Hadley Townsend ?20 was asked about 
her initial reaction to being in Gibson 
this year, and said with a smile, ?I was 
beyond happy. It was a big step up from 
the third floor in Bourne. I feel like 
we?re all closer together in Gibson than 
we were in Bourne.? 

As Townsend said, the sense of 
community among the girls has grown 
since the change happened, with the 
size of the dorm contributing to a 
closer, more tight-knit dorm culture. 
Also, the girls are extremely pleased 
with Gibson?s prime quad location.

On the other side of campus, the boys 

in Bourne are thriving as well. When 
asked about the reactions to the 
changes, Mr. Badger, history teacher 
and Associate Dean of Students, said, 
?If it was negative, we would definitely 
have heard about it.? Mr. Badger, among 
many others, seems to be very pleased 
with how the change has worked out 
here on campus. 

We asked Andrew Byrne-King ?20 
about his experience living in a double 
in Bourne so far this year as opposed to 
his single in Emerson last year. ?When I 
saw that I had a roommate I was a little 
skeptical and nervous at first but it?s 
going great so far. He?s super nice and 
we respect each others space,? said 
Byrne-King. 

Mr. Blaustein, science teacher and Head 
Dorm Parent in Bourne, is in the same 
situation as Ms. Ruscz in that he was a 
dorm parent in Gibson last year. We 
asked his thoughts about the transition 
thus far: ?I really enjoying living in 

Bourne. The students are fantastic, the 
space is nice and the common room is 
much better than Gibson. The great 
part is that everyone is getting along 
and being patient as we learn how to 
best use the spaces we have. I also have 
a great RA, Andrew Byrne-King, and 
Dorm Mother, Mrs. Rosati, and a great 
set of dorm parents - Mr. Cotter and 
Mr. Drew who live in the dorm, and 
Mr. Gritti and Mr. Swenson who live 
elsewhere on campus, plus Dr. 
Matthews. I also enjoy having a full 
kitchen which is a big improvement 
over living in Gibson.? 

The administration is glad people have 
been pleased with the change, as it was 
originally predicted to cause some 
conflict and hopes that the new dorm 
swap remains  positive in the coming 
future. 

For students returning to campus from 
summer vacation, it?s hard to ignore the 
huge construction site across from the 
Dining Hall and in between Emerson 
Dorm and Teddy House. This is the 
construction site for the Thomas S. 
Perakos ?69 Arts and Community 
Center, which is scheduled to open in 
December 2019.

Mr. Brown, the Director of Alumni and 
Development, told The Highlander that 
so far, the school has raised about 17 
million in cash and pledges. 
Additionally, the school has another 6 
million in proposals outstanding 
(meaning that they?ve asked for the gift 

but haven?t heard back yet). The entire 
project?s estimated cost is 22 million 
dollars, so the school is making steady 
progress.

The Highlander interviewed faculty 
members in the Arts department to 
hear their perspectives on the new Arts 
and Community Center. 

Mr. Richards, the Chair of the Visual 
Arts Department, said, ?I think the new 
Arts and Community Center is going 
to enhance the program because it is 
going to give us more dedicated spaces 
for the different classes that we teach.? 
He added, ?For example, rather than 
simply having one big art studio space 

we are going to 
have a painting 
and drawing 
studio, a ceramics 
studio and a 
photography 
studio. I also think 
that having the arts 
program on the 
academic side of 
campus will help to 
make the program 
more integrated 
into the academic 
day.?

Mrs. Dayton, 
Director of 

Dramatic Arts at The Gunnery, is also 
very excited about the new Arts and 
Community Center: ?The Arts and 
Community Center will help us 
continue to grow our program with the 
exciting addition of many things our 
current small space could never 
accommodate. Our new theater will 
have wing space, a fully equipped 
lighting and sound system, more 
audience seating, a theatrical rigging 
system, catwalks to access lighting and 
a beautiful lobby!? She expressed that 
as excited as she is about these ?things?, 
she is more excited to see what students 
do with the space. ?I am most excited 
to see what our current and future 
students are able to create, explore, 
perform and learn.? Mr. Richards 
echoed that sentiment, saying, ?This is 
going to be a beautiful building and the 
spaces are going to be a pleasure to 
work in and I hope that will help the 
creative process.? 

Ms. Albright, who also oversees the 
dramatic program, said, ?We are so 
excited about the new space, and we?re 
grateful to see our program growing in 
space, in the number of students 
involved with productions, and in the 
pieces we?re able to put on. The new 
building is an amazing opportunity for 
the school and our students. We are 
looking forward to all the new 

experiences to come.? 

?The 415 seat auditorium, with state of 
the art sound and lighting systems will 
be a game changer for our big concerts, 
and the recording studio and practices 
spaces will help us elevate our program 
to the next level,? said Mr. Perkins, a 
music teacher who also conducts and 
coordinates the bands. 

Mr. Williams, the Project Manager and 
Director of Safety and Security, talked 
with The Highlander about the 
construction progress. He told us that 
the foundation of the southeast wall 
(next to Emerson) has been formed and 
concrete was poured, the front 
foundation wall is complete and the left 
most area is being prepared. During the 
first week of October, the structural 
steel is scheduled to arrive, and the 
center of the building footprint is 
currently being prepared for the crane. 
?Our construction team continues to 
make good, on-schedule progress,? said 
Mr. Williams.

The student body is excited to see the 
construction progress, and we as a 
school are more than thrilled to get 
ready to welcome the new Arts and 
Community Center to campus in 
December 2019.

(Continued from A1)

PHOTO by Mr. Williams.

Girls in Gibson, Boys in Bourne
      by Juliette Gaggini '20 & Savannah Popick '20

Thomas S. Perakos '69 Arts and Community Center Update
      by Rain Ji '19
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Andrew Postman Speaks at The Gunnery
by Rain Ji  '19

Andrew Postman, a writer who has 
been published in major publications 
and written a few books of his own, 
visited and spoke at The Gunnery on 
September 27, 2018. His speech 
revolved around the concept of how 
technology is influencing our lives.

Postman began his speech with a story 
about his connection with The 
Gunnery when he was a teenager. 
When he was at an anthropology camp 
in Washington Depot, Conn., he 
accidentally discovered a Clovis point, 
which helped anthropologists prove 
that Paleo-Indians inhabited the area 
10,000 years ago. Moreover, because of 
his discovery, the Shepaug River was 
able to be preserved. ?We saved the 
river,? he said. 

Postman connected this cultural 
anecdote with the main topic of his 
speech: technology in our 
ever-changing world. Postman?s late 
father, Neil Postman, wrote a book 
called Amusing Ourselves to Death in 
1985. Postman used that book to make 
the point that our current society is 
falling into one that?s similar to the 
novel Aldous Huxley wrote in 1931, 
Brave New World. In Huxley?s fictional 
society, people take a drug that makes 
them happy and negates the need to 
look for truth. ?Why has America in 
some ways become a trivial culture?? 
Postman asked. 

He approached this question by first 
looking at how the way we get our 
information has changed. The first 
humans orally passed down their 
history and wisdom, but eventually 
technology evolved, and when Johannes 
Gutenberg invented the printing press, 
everything changed. This 
transformational invention led to a new 

written culture that created a more 
efficient way to spread knowledge. 

Decades ago, we shifted from this once 
new written culture to a visual culture 
that includes ?toxic? photography and 
moving pictures. People became only 
interested in images that are intensely 
emotional, and these pictures are 
neither true nor false because they 
simply exist to grab people?s attention. 
Postman also pointed out that, often, 
?content lacks context,? because we are 
not sure how to judge the image. 
Technology made it possible for us as a 
society to move from one type of 
content to another with lightning 
speed. We only have to pay attention to 
what we find amusing, an idea that 
would not exist without technology, 
because this is not something that can 
be done during oral stories or 
conversations with actual people. 
Postman asked, ?What do we judge an 
image based on??

Additionally, the amount of time that 
American adults spend on technology 
is increasing. And with the prevalence 
of memes and hot takes, Postman 
worries that we are no longer capable of 
having important conversations, and 
are only interested in what amuses us. 
So, how should we, as consumers, ?take 
arms against the sea of amusement??

Postman also alluded to David Foster 
Wallace?s ?This is Water? allegory, 
warning us that we should pay 
attention to what we surround 
ourselves with. He mentioned that his 
friend conducts ?E-Media Fast? 
experiments, and many students claim 
that such experiments are life-changing. 
He emphasized that the proper use of 
technology should consider time, place 
and location. He juxtaposed a child 

memory with life in 2018: he and his 
family used to pay the toll for the car 
behind them as a kind gesture to 
receive smiles from strangers, but now 
that we have EZ-pass, this would be 
impossible. 

Postman is not against technology, but 
he wanted to think about the role it 
plays in our lives. He asked if we think 
we are the 
same person 
on social 
media, and 
whether we are 
intentional 
with 
technology. 
Additionally, 
Postman 
thinks parents 
and teachers 
should help 
children 
understand 
how to 
properly use 
technology, 
how to check 
sources and 
how to be 
skeptical. As 
consumers, we 
should seek 
information, 
?do [our] own 
hunting,? and 
never expect 
the media to 
do it for us, 
making sure to 
be wary of fake 
news and how 
publications, 
no matter how 
journalistically 

ethical, need to generate revenue.

In the end, Postman admitted that he is 
unsure about how much our society 
will change in the future. But he left us 
with one final request: keep in mind 
what makes us happy and what it 
means to be human. 

This year, we have 14 postgraduate 
students at The Gunnery. ?PGs,? as 
they?re known here, are students that 
have already graduated from another 
high school and will spend a year at a 
prep school before going to college. 
Students choose to do PG years for a 
number of reasons, whether they want 
another year to improve athletically so 
they can get recruited to a college or a 
year to work on their organization and 
study skills before heading off to college. 
Some students feel they need one more 
year to mature before college, while 
others just want to experience a new 
environment. The PGs are always 
interesting people, but this year is 
especially unique because there are 14 of 
them. 

The Gunnery usually has between 
roughly five and eight PGs in any given 
year, according to Mrs. Day, Associate 
Director of Admissions, so 14 is 
definitely high. ?It sort of just shook out 
this year that we had more really strong 
PG applicants and we had a smaller 
senior class so we felt like we had room 
for them,? said Mrs. Day. 

One major change the high number of 
PGs precipitated is the addition of PG 
advisors. Mr. Gritti and Ms. Goldsmith, 
who is also an Assistant Director of 

Admissions, are filling those roles this 
year. Ms. Goldsmith explained that the 
PG advisors are another resource for 
PGs, and their goal is to help the PGs 
navigate how to access the resources 
available to them, since they have to do 
it more quickly than other students. 
Mrs. Day added, ?I think having the 
volume that we do this year, it was a 
great opportunity to just give them the 
chance to have some camaraderie 
amongst themselves as well and some 
guidance from faculty.?

Mrs. Day said PGs always come from 
both public schools and other prep 
schools. For students that attended a 
public high school, they might feel 
they?re not quite ready for college and 
would like to have a year in a private 
school environment with additional 
attention. But, said Mrs. Day, there are 
students that come from independent 
schools that are also looking to get in 
that one more year before college. ?And 
that may be because they?re looking to 
have additional time athletically in their 
sport, some may be looking more for 
working academically on study skills 
and things that might help them be 
more successful in college, and 

sometimes, it?s a combination. Probably 
more often it?s a combination.? 

Will Prentice ?19 of Los Angeles came to 
The Gunnery to get an extra year of 
academics in before college. He looked 
at a lot of prep schools and was drawn 
to The Gunnery for its balance, as well 
as our community. ?It seemed like a 
very progressive community and sort of 
alternative in some ways.? He said The 
Gunnery differs from his previous high 
school and what he expects to see in 
college in that there is more academic 
support, but believes that his college 
classes will be similarly sized to the ones 
he is taking here. ?Overall, I think it?s 
going to be a pretty easy adjustment 
from this year to college,? said Prentice. 
When asked what he?s most excited 
about for this year, he said getting into 
college and being able to start pursuing 
his dream  of being a paralegal for 
immigrants in California. 

Even though there is a high number of 
PGs this year, Mrs. Day said we?re not 
intentionally trying to grow our PG 
program, and that in future years, it will 
flow with the size of the senior class and 
the spaces they have available to offer. 

?We have a very big junior class this 
year so we?re not thinking that we?ll 
have that many spaces for PGs next 
year. The number of PGs year to year is 
something that?s going to just happen 
organically based on the nature of our 
applicant pool and returning students.?

Ms. Goldsmith said she thinks gap years 
in general have been gaining popularity, 
and believes that may contribute to the 
upward trend of PG applicants here at 
The Gunnery. ?Our PGs decided that 
the best environment for them for a gap 
year would be an academic environment 
and one where they can continue to 
explore the things that they hope to 
continue to do but also have more 
experiences of growth outside of the 
classroom and outside of the athletic 
realm.? This year, we were lucky to get 
14 of them, even if that number 
decreases in the future. Ms. Goldsmith 
stressed the fact that all the PGs are here 
for different reasons, and wants to 
encourage students to ask them why 
they?re here and learn about where 
they?ve come from and where they want 
to go.  

Spike in PG Numbers
      by Maddie Aitken '19

PHOTO by Mrs. Clement, (l. to r.): Lois Bachman '19, Andrew Postman and Ms. Schomers.
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Student Summer Highlights
      by Maddie Aitken '19

Students spend their summer vacations 
in a variety of ways, from engaging in 
all-consuming activities to relaxing on 
vacation. Now that we?re back at school, 
The Highlander talked to a few students 
about the ways they stayed busy (or 
not!) this summer. 

Charles DeVos ?20 went to Berklee 
College of Music in Boston for a 
week-long keyboard workshop. ?I 
basically played a lot of piano, studied 
under amazing teachers, professors and 
musicians, and learned how to play the 
organ also which was awesome.?

Jon Nichele ?21 also spent time this 
summer making music, but in a very 
different way. While visiting his older 
brother in Newport Beach, Calif., he 
spent a couple weeks drumming on the 
piers. 

Marley Berano ?20 was a counselor in 
training at her summer camp, Camp 
Eagle Wing, in East Machias, Maine, for 
six weeks. She spent most of her time 
sailing and rock climbing, and also got 
her lifeguard certification. Ms. 
Paulekas, who also works at Camp 
Eagle Wing, was Berano?s lifeguard 
training instructor. 

Gwen Brown ?20 had an active summer 
with her home crew team, Litchfield 
Hills Rowing Club. She attended three 
different regattas throughout the 
summer. At the first, her boat made it 
to semifinals, but they were unable to 
move past that round because one of 
Brown?s boatmates broke her oar in 
half. At her second race, Club 
Nationals, Brown?s double came in 15th 
overall, and her quad came in 10th. At 
her last race, the Royal Canadian 

Henley, she raced five events in four 
days. Her quad came first in their time 
trials, but then got knocked out. 

Jack Gleason ?21 traveled to New 
Hampshire, where he spent a week 
camping and brook fishing with his 
family. 

Thomas Copley ?22 went all the way to 
Zacapa, Guatemala for a ten-day 
service trip. He went to a compound 
called Hope of Life, where he and his 
group fed the needy and built a house 
for children with mental and physical 
disabilities. His group also packed food 
for the residents of a village where all 
the crops had died. 

Simon Rhodes ?22 stayed local, teaching 
blacksmithing classes alongside another 
instructor at the Brookfield Craft 
Center. He began blacksmithing at age 

11 and started assistant teaching youth 
summer classes last summer. This 
summer, he worked with children aged 
11 to 13 years old for four weeks. When 
asked if teaching brought him any new 
perspectives, he said: ?As is the case 
with almost anything, teaching shows 
you inefficiencies in your process and 
helps you be more thoughtful of the 
process. When I have to explain every 
step of something that is second nature 
to me, it helps me see what parts of the 
process are most critical.?

We hope that all students had a 
fulfilling and enjoyable summer and are 
gearing up for the school year ahead! 

Ms. Rimany is a former Gunnery student originally from Kent, Conn. She graduated from Connecticut College last May. She now lives 
in Teddy House but does dorm duty in Gibson on Wednesday nights. Ms. Rimany teaches English I, is the assistant coach for Varsity 
Field Hockey in the fall and will be the assistant coach for Girls Crew in the spring. She was drawn back to The Gunnery by the strong 
sense of community she felt in her four years as a student here. Ms. Rimany described The Gunnery as, ?The right place for me at this 
time in my life.? When asked about her transition so far this year she said, ?I give a lot of credit to new and returning students because 
these first few weeks are a lot for everybody on campus, so I?m certainly having a lot of my own adjustment issues, being awake for this 
amount of time each day is a lot but everybody in the community has been really kind and thoughtful and asking me how I?m doing and 
how they can help with my transition!? She emphasized how students and teachers alike have to deal with a significant transition during 
the first few weeks of school, but how the community is always there for you. Ms. Rimany?s favorite dining hall food is the vegetable 
risotto and her favorite food in general is Dottie?s Diner doughnuts.

New Faculty Introductions
      by Juliette Gaggini '20

Mr. Swenson is from East Lyme, Conn., and recently graduated from Drew University, where he studied Economics and History. Here at 
The Gunnery, he teaches AP Economics and Public Speaking, and is helping out with some US History classes as well as in admissions. 
His coaching plans are Varsity Boys Soccer in the fall, basketball in the winter and lacrosse in the spring. He?s also a dorm parent in 
Bourne, but lives in the apartment next to the PO. ?I think coming here over the summer and meeting the faculty and getting a sense of 
community from them and being very open (not necessarily what you would think a boarding school type of faculty is), it?s very different 
here. That?s what kind of drew me, that I had the necessary resources to grow here throughout the year.? He said he has been having a 
good transition so far. Mr. Swenson does not have one particular favorite food, but he's open to trying and enjoying all kinds of food, 
especially what he sees at Diners, Drive-Ins, and Dives. 

Ms. Lyon is the World Language Chair and also teaches Spanish II, Spanish II Honors and AP Spanish. She is from New Milford, Conn., 
but previously lived in New Hampshire, where she was teaching at a therapeutic boarding school. Although she does not live on campus, 
Ms. Lyon is a dorm parent in Emerson and also coaches Boys Highlander Soccer. When asked about her decision to be a faculty member 
at The Gunnery, Ms. Lyon said, ?I really liked the community on campus, and for me when I was touring and interviewing I really liked 
that I could have my family on campus and it was really important to me that I could have them as part of the community here.? Ms. 
Lyon has two dogs, Jack and Stella, and she said that if she had to choose one thing she had to eat for the rest of her life, it would be 
pizza. 

Mrs. Gum is the Assistant Head for Teaching and Learning while also teaching Philosophy, leading Model United Nations, and dorm 
parenting in Emerson. She is originally from outside Philadelphia, but has lived in Charlottesville, Va. for the past thirteen years. Before 
coming to The Gunnery she ran a nonprofit organization. She was drawn to our campus by, ?The intentional community and the tradition 
of learning and living together.? She now lives in a faculty home on campus with a dog named Finn. She is thankful for her smooth 
transition so far and how her family has been warmly welcomed. And finally, Mrs. Gum?s favorite food is chocolate ice cream from 
Arethusa. 

Mr. Visentin grew up in Rhinebeck, N.Y., and attended Kent School. He teaches English IV and English III, and lives in and is a dorm 
parent in Brinsmade. He also coaches the novices on Boys Crew. Having attended a school similar to The Gunnery, Mr. Visentin has 
always loved  the lifestyle and atmosphere around boarding school. He also loves English literature, which is what he studied in college 
and graduate school.  Before The Gunnery, he lived in Philadelphia as a freelance writer; he wrote articles for different online 
publications and reviewed some theatrical productions, advertising himself as a, ?Jack of all trades in the figurative writing department?. 
He was inspired to look for a job relating to what he is passionate about, which is literature. So far, his transition has been, ?relatively 
smooth, even living in a dorm full of noisy sophomore boys, but it?s still not any noisier than Philly!? Mr. Visentin described the 
atmosphere and culture of the school as familiar to the one he attended, but he also said The Gunnery has its ?own feel, traditions and 
personality?. He has a rescue pitbull named Winnie who unfortunately does not live on campus, and when asked about his favorite food 
he said he?s hard-pressed to find a food he doesn?t like, but especially enjoys steak tartare. 

 Keep an eye out for the rest of  the new faculty introductions in the next issue!
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The Latest on Hurricane Florence
      by Will Prentice '19

Hurricane Florence started on 
September 9, but continues to cause 
damage and dislocation. Although it 
has dropped from a category 4 
hurricane to a category 1 hurricane, 
officials expect that it is far from over 
because storm surge is continuing to 
rise, and flooding remains imminent in 
many towns and cities across North and 
South Carolina. 

In Wilmington, North Carolina, there 
are about 120,000 residents without the 
ability to get out of town due to many 

main roads being submerged under 
water. At the moment, the death toll is 
at 23, which includes 17 in North 
Carolina, and it was reported that a 
1-year-old boy drowned when his 
family?s car got stuck under water. In 
New Bern, residents were urged to 
evacuate to the top floor of their house 
when city officials claimed that ?they 
were coming to get them? in a tweet, 
but for many, it will take a few days for 
Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) to get to them. One 
resident described the yells for help that 
she heard and when describing them, 
all she could say was that it was the 
?worst feeling ever? because neither her 
nor her husband could do anything to 
help them. 

In photos, you can see people crying as 
they leave their life behind to evacuate, 
and in some, you can see people 
paddling kayaks, boats and even cars 

through the water. For many inland, the 
storm has not affected them 
whatsoever, and while it is not expected 
to make its way much further inland, it 
still remains a significant risk for 
coastal communities across the 
Carolinas. 

Nike recently announced Colin 
Kaepernick as the lead for their latest 
?Just Do It? campaign. Former athletes 
featured in Nike?s campaign include 
Lebron James, Serena Williams, 
Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods and Maya 
Moore. With names like these, it?s clear 
that Nike has consistently had a 
reputation of being represented by the 
greatest athletes in the world. 

Their latest campaign features a former 
NFL quarterback whose contract with 
the San Francisco 49ers expired 
following the 2017 season. That 
summer, no NFL teams signed 
Kaepernick, leaving him out of a job for 
the first time since his NFL debut in 
2011. He represents a major change for 
Nike in that he is not a dominant force 
in the NFL or one of the great talents in 
sports. 

The controversy around Kaepernick 
began in late August 2016 when he 
refused to stand for the national 
anthem, choosing to remain seated on 
the bench. Once this gained national 
attention, he began kneeling during the 
national anthem, and soon many other 
players were joining him in protest. The 

players kneel as a way to peacefully 
protest the racial inequality that still 
runs rampant through our country.

The Nike campaign is centered around 
Kaepernick's refusal to stand for the 
national anthem. Their main ad reads: 
?Believe in something, even if it means 
sacrificing everything? and has a 
picture of Kaepernick's face. Since the 
release of the ad on September 5, it has 
been shown on TV, been plastered on 
billboards and posters around the 
country and gone viral on the internet. 
When Kaepernick began this protest, 
he was the backup quarterback for the 
49ers, and it was thought by many that 
he deserved more playing time. He 
believed so strongly in the message 
kneeling sent and continued to do so 
without playing, making it seem as 
though he sacrificed being a 
quarterback in the NFL and making 
millions of dollars a year to become a 
face for racial equality. 

 Many believe the reason Kaepernick is 
out of a job is that he felt so strongly 
about the issue. Dieter Kurtenbach of 
Fox Sports said, ?There are more than a 
few people people who believe 

Kaepernick?s contract is a grand NFL 
conspiracy - Kaepernick is being 
blackballed for his national anthem 
protests last season.? Spike Lee said this 
situation ?smells mad fishy.? 

 When Kapernick was named as the 
face of Nike, there was a lot of 
speculation about what it would do to 
Nike?s sales. Everyone had an opinion 
about whether it would boost or 
diminish their sales, with people as 
high as President Trump chiming in. To 
share his opinion, he tweeted four 
simple words: ?What was Nike 
thinking?? Other people believe that 
this choice by Nike is a genius business 
decision because it keeps them relevant. 

Nike has been a face in sports for 
decades and while other brands like 
Adidas and Under Armour are 
becoming major competitors, this 
catapults Nike back to the forefront of 
sports branding news. This is a 
common tactic for Nike as they 
continuously have top notch ads 
including the Bo Jackson ?Bo Knows,? 
Michael Jordan's ?Underdog? 
commercial and the ?Find Your 
Greatness? ad to keep their brand 

relevant. However, this particular ad 
shows that Nike recognizes they 
represent more than just sports but also 
a cultural movement towards social 
equality. No matter people?s opinion on 
this, the fact remains that Nike?s sales 
increased 31% from this time last year. 

 The issue of racial equality is not going 
away any time soon, and Kaepernick 
will remain a face for it. From a 
business perspective, using Kaepernick 
is obviously working for Nike?s sales, so 
it seems that he will remain a major 
piece in their company moving 
forward. While rule changes and 
regulations regarding standing for the 
national anthem continue to make 
progress, the morality of it will remain 
in question. In week one of the NFL 
regular season, there were only two 
players on the Miami Dolphins who 
kneeled during the anthem, which is 
the lowest numbers have been since 
Kaepernick began protesting. That 
being said, the issue has not been 
solved, and it seems that Nike will 
remain at the forefront of this cause in 
the foreseeable future. 

adversity.? As always, the goal is to 
compete for the championship, which 
the entirety of the school would love to 
see them accomplish. 

The Boys Varsity Soccer team has two 
new coaches this year, including an off 
campus head coach, Mr. Ipina. Similar 
to many of the other teams on campus, 
Mr. Balben emphasized that he wants to 
get better as a team throughout the year 
but has faith that ?the new coaches are 
going to make sure everyone gets better 
as individual soccer players.? Mr. Balben 
told us that this team has a lot of 
similarities to past teams, having a 

majority of upperclassmen and 
multi-sport athletes. He believes that 
that presents many challenges in itself 
because other schools have ?more 
experienced soccer players.? 

The Varsity Field Hockey team has 
started their season and Ms. Nongera is 
very excited for this year?s team. She 
said that while there are a lot of young 
players on the team (both in tenure at 
The Gunnery and to the sport), she is 
very excited to ?watch everybody realize 
their full potential and work to achieve 
their goals on and off the field.? She 
expects this group to ?challenge 

themselves every day? and 
based on what she has seen so 
far in the first few practices and 
games, she expects the biggest 
challenge to be ?getting 
everyone back to field hockey 
level fitness.? As always, Ms. 
Nongera is ecstatic for the 
season, and is especially looking 
forward to the Play for the Cure 
game. She would like to remind 
everyone to donate once we get 
to that game as all donations go 

to research for all types of 
cancer treatment. 

We also had the chance 
to talk to Mr. Poole 
about Girls Crew, and as 
was the case with many 
of the other coaches, he 
has high hopes for the 
year. He explained to us 
that since this is only his 
second year coaching the 
girls, he expects this to 
be ?the upswing from the 
rebuild?. Adapting to 
new coaches can be 
difficult, as the girls 
experienced last year, but 
he hopes this year will be 
an improvement. He is most excited for 
the girls to compete in the Head of the 
Charles regatta this year, which they did 
not attend last year. He expects them to 
compete well and earn their bid back 
for next year. Individually, rowing poses 
many challenges to anyone but Mr. 
Poole believes that the biggest challenge 
for this year will be keeping the end 
goal in mind of getting to nationals 
because ?even when you don?t see the 
other boats, we?re always racing 
everybody.? Mr. Poole, along with the 
rest of the school, is looking forward to 

watching the dedication from the girls 
and the growth that will come with that. 

Finally, we talked with Mrs. Fisher, who 
gave us some insight into the outlook of 
the Cross Country team for the fall. She 
is very excited for the team this year as 
she believes that it ?looks to be the 
deepest team in years? and that the 
?team success will be very rewarding? at 
the end of the year. Mrs. Fisher is really 
looking forward to The Gunnery 
hosting a race at White Memorial, but 
expects the biggest challenge to be 
?keeping everyone focused throughout 
the long season.?
  

      by Ryan Trom '19
Fall Varsity Teams Preview

(Continued from A1)

Nike Names Colin Kaepernick Lead of "Just Do It" Campaign 
      by Ryan Trom '19

PHOTO by Mrs. Fisher, featuring Varsity Cross Country boys at a  meet 
on Wednesday, September 26 against Millbrook School. 

PHOTO by Kathryn Benedict P '20, featuring quarterback Matthew Lee 
'19 during a game on Saturday, September 29 against Pomfret School. 
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      by Harry Sutton '20
An Introduction to the 2018-19 Prefects

Maddie Aitken, 
Head Prefect
Hometown: Montclair, New Jersey

Years at The Gunnery: 3 

Co-curriculars: Girls Varsity Crew, Arts 
Option, Girls Varsity Lacrosse 

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
people and the tight-knit community

Maddie  is eager to start the 2018-19 school year in her role as Head Prefect. Maddie's 
main goal is to be a role model for underclassmen and someone that they feel they 
can look up to and come to with any issues they may be having. She's looking forward 
to getting to know everyone on campus this year, and she also hopes to increase 
communication between the students and faculty as well as make changes that will 
improve  students? daily life. She ran for Prefect because she looked up to her 
upperclassmen, and she wanted to pay that forward and fill the same role for other 
students. Maddie encourages new students to step out of their comfort zones and take 
advantage of new opportunities and make the best of every day here. 

Hometown: Goshen, Connecticut

Number of years at The Gunnery: 4 

Co-curriculars: Cross Country, Musical, 
Girls Varsity Crew

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: strong 
community

Katie Nemergut 

Katie 's goal as  Prefect is to be someone who takes on  responsibility, cares about the 
school and well-being of everyone and does all she can to make everyone happy and 
successful at school. She is trying to help increase the school spirit at The Gunnery 
this year by getting people more involved in the community by encouraging 
participation at more school events and sports games. Katie did not originally want to 
become a prefect, but had promised her brother she would when she was a freshman. 
However, through the election process, she realized how much she loved the school 
and what she wanted to do to improve it. 

Sage Mines
Hometown: Snellville, Georgia

Number of years at The Gunnery: 3

Co-curriculars:  Boys JV Soccer, Boys JV 
Basketball, Boys Varsity Lacrosse 

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
people

As Prefect, Sage aims to help the community and put others before himself. He 
wants to make this place ?a more cohesive community? and increase community 
involvement by organizing genuinely fun activities. His best advice for new students 
is to enjoy your time here, find good friends and good people. 

Caleb Dorf
Hometown: Woodbury, Connecticut

Number of years at The Gunnery: 4

Co-curriculars:  Outdoor Club, Highlander 
Hockey, Boys JV Baseball

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
friendliness between everyone

Caleb aims to be a liaison between the students and the faculty. Similar to Maddie,  
he expressed his feelings about wanting to be an easily accessible resource for 
students to reach out to in order to make meaningful change in The Gunnery in 
response to people's opinions and ideas. Caleb describes himself as "easy to talk to," 
and he wants to tell new students to broaden  their horizons, get out of their rooms 
and take advantage of all the opportunities that are available at The Gunnery. 

Will Alling Graney
Hometown: Mashpee, Massachusetts  

Number of years at The Gunnery: 2

Co-curriculars: Boys Varsity Soccer, 
Boys JV Hockey, Boys Varsity 
Lacrosse 

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
community and the way everyone 
knows each other 

Will is only entering his second year here, but he is already making an impact. He 
wants to spend this year as someone who leads by example and is a role model for 
younger students. He also hopes to get students more engaged in activities like 
weekend events and sports games. Will came into The Gunnery as a new junior 
and will help new students in similar situations comfortably ease into the 
community. Will wants new students to get involved, and he places an emphasis 
on meeting new people and getting to know others well.

Jared Rainville
Hometown: Watertown, Connecticut  

Number of years at The Gunnery: 5

Co-curriculars: ISP, Boys Varsity 
Basketball, Boys Varsity Lacrosse 

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
people and the diversity 

As a five-year senior, Jared is the Prefect with the most experience at the school. 
He wants to form a stronger and more involved campus culture at The Gunnery 
this  year while giving back to the place that has done so much for him. Jared has 
had a lot of helpful Gunnery role models through the years, and he wants to be the 
same for others. His advice for new students is to go into things with an open 
mind, work hard and try new things.

Katie Broccoli
Hometown: North Haven, Connecticut

Number of years at The Gunnery: 4 

Co-curriculars: Girls Varsity Soccer, 
Girls Varsity Hockey, Girls Varsity 
Softball

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
hockey program

 Katie's goal as Prefect is to be a role model for everyone at the school. She hopes 
to increase the school spirit and make the community as strong and involved as 
possible. As a quiet leader, she plans to lead by example and serve as a role 
model for all. Her hopes for new students are that they don't feel afraid to escape 
to their comfort zones and that they appreciate and enjoy their time here. 

Tony Zhang
Hometown: Beijing.

Number of years at The Gunnery: 4 

Co-curriculars: Arts Option, Boys 
Varsity Basketball, Arts Option

Favorite aspect of The Gunnery: the 
cultural diversity and acceptance of 
that diversity

Tony is a four-year international student, bringing a different perspective and 
experience to the Prefect group.  He wants to be a helpful role model to ease new 
students, especially international students, into their new school, culture and life. 
Tony was overwhelmed when he first came to The Gunnery his freshman year, 
stunned by the culture shock and language barrier that comes with being a 
Chinese student. He hopes to help students in similar positions feel better, as well 
as improve the school's community and culture as a whole.

NEW FACULTY AND PREFECT PHOTOS by Ms. McGuire.


